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Introduction
In general this paper saw a pleasing level of focus on contemporary events from many
candidates, particularly with respect to the recent European Elections, although some
candidates did allow this to partially distract them from the specific question asked.
There was also a strong awareness of recent changes within the EU – not simply of the
Lisbon treaty, but also of changes to Qualified Majority Voting (QMV) via ‘double majority’
(Q1), the charter of fundamental rights (Q5) and potential future enlargements (Q8).
Relevant use was also made of previous treaties, especially in terms of the Social Chapter.
It was pleasing to see less candidates than previously placing excessive reliance
on historical content by focusing on older treaties where there have been relevant
developments that supersede them, or by focusing debates on British views of Europe
around the opinions of Mrs Thatcher or Major’s Eurosceptic colleagues.
It was also pleasing to see a stronger level of synopticity from many candidates across all of
the essays. It was particularly noticeable than on question 6 for example most candidates
did not limit themselves to designating some institutions as democratically accountable and
others as not, but rather many responses examined a variety of perspectives on the relative
accountability of each institution.
Once again most candidates were able to offer a sensible number of developed arguments
on short response questions as opposed to a series of assertions or brief undeveloped
points.
Candidates were mixed in their ability to offer concise and accurate definitions of key terms.
This was better done where specifically demanded by the question, but more candidates
could have usefully offered a brief definition of QMV, Federalism or Social Justice to elucidate
their subsequent arguments.
One overly common weakness was a failure by some candidates to fully address the
requirements of the question, for example not directly linking integration to enlargement
but instead considering them separately (Q8). Others discussed the influence of the
European Parliament without linking it directly to policy making (Q4) or considered
integration but not specifically federalism (Q3).
A linked weakness that was not extensive on any essay, but still too common on all, was a
failure to sufficiently address 'to what extent' or ‘discuss’. Essay questions on this paper do
not request one sided answers, and their rewards are always limited.
As ever some basic errors were still too common, in particularly confusing the European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR) with the European Court of Justice (ECJ), or asserting QMV
to be the voting method of choice in the European Parliament.
Equally it was very pleasing to see some candidates make the rare but accurate link
between the EU and ECHR via the Copenhagen Criteria, and the EU’s expectation that
members sign up to this non-EU document.
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Question 1
This was the second most popular short response question. An initial brief definition proved
to be useful context for many candidates, but an unnecessarily extensive one cost a few
candidates time although not marks.
Given the forthcoming changes to the Lisbon Rules of QMV, it was acceptable, but not
required, for candidates to consider criticisms of the new method as well or instead of the
old. A number of candidates did pick up on the fact that the two systems would exist side by
side for some years with the potential for considerable confusion.
National Sovereignty was the most obvious and often deployed point, and many candidates
linked this to examples about the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform or bankers
bonuses. Equally a good number of candidates considered more than one criticism about
voting weights - that they benefit the larger countries, smaller countries, or countries that
are less relevant to a particular issue.
Level 1 responses sometimes failed to grasp that QMV is used by the Council of the EU
rather than by the European Parliament and this clouded their subsequent points. Others
simply asserted the unfairness of the system or its impact on national sovereignty without
developing or justifying the point.
Level 2 responses most commonly focused on the impact on Sovereignty and, to some
degree, the specific criticisms on voting weights. The most common reason they remained
in this level was not clearly explaining why the system might benefit one type of nation or
another. Some others listed multiple points without clearly developing them.
Level 3 responses were often able to go beyond sovereignty to specifically consider the
supranational or federal aspects of QMV. Others achieved this level by providing more detail
and different perspectives on the question of ‘fairness’.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

This is a clear example of a candidate attempting to
disguise what is essentially a single point, about the
unfair advantage to larger countries, as several points.
Alternatively the candidate may be unaware that this
comes across as repetitive, but in either case it is
limited within level 2. Actual mark 7.

Be wary of making 'several points' that
are the same point approached from
different angles. If you can only think
of one point and still wish to attempt
the question then make the point as
clearly as you can and them move on to
spend the time gaining credit on other
questions.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

Unlike the last candidate this response clearly does
make two valid and distinct points out of voting weights
- that they can alternatively be seen to benefit either
the biggest or the smallest countries - and adds this to
the common point about sovereignty, backed up by an
example. A clearer explanation of the sovereignty issue,
or an additional point, might have taken this close to full
marks but even so it is solid level 3. Actual mark 12.

Sometimes one area of criticism can
be legitimately separated into two
distinct points - for example where
the criticism can be made from two
opposite perspectives (too much or
too little, benefits large or benefits
small, two suprantional or too
intergovernmental etc).
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Question 2
This specific ground had not been covered previously and perhaps as a consequence this
was the second least popular of the short response questions.
Nevertheless a high proportion of those who did attempt it showed an impressive awareness
of the criticisms that have been made of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). In particular
there was rather less over-focus on Factortame (a legitimate point, but clearly not the only
one) than might have been expected. Dumping, and in some cases the recent changes in
the CFP with respect to this, as well as enforcement, sustainability and economic viability
were also commonly discussed.
Most candidates followed the instruction to offer a definition – those who did not could still
make level 3 but required a rather stronger range or depth of points to do so.
Level 1 responses were rare and often simply confused as to the provisions of the CFP – for
example asserting that it limited countries to their own waters, or was primarily a subsidy in
the style of CAP.
Level 2 responses generally offered an accurate definition with either one clear grounds
for controversy, predominantly the sovereignty aspect, or two reasonable but less clear
controversies.
Level 3 responses most commonly showed both a complete and accurate definition and at
least two clear controversies that were explained in some detail, often with reference to
specific practices or criticisms from different countries – most commonly Spain, Malta, the
UK and Iceland (as a country who has chosen not to enter the EU).
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Examiner Comments

The candidate makes the Factortame point clearly and had this
been accompanied by additional points would probably have
reached into level 3. Instead they remain rooted in level 2.
Actual mark 7.

Examiner Tip

The most obvious argument is often a good place to
start, but other points must also be considered in order
to achieve a good mark.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

Although most candidates did specifically mention
Factorame this response shows how a level 3 mark
could be achieved without doing so, by providing a
clear definition by clear and reasonable criticisms. The
Iceland point is not in the mark scheme but is perfectly
reasonable and clearly argued.

The mark scheme is not an
exhaustive account of every
argument that could be credited
- credit will always be given for
relevant and accurate material.
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Question 3
This question was of middling popularity. It was helpful for candidates to begin with a
brief definition of federalism – many did so although some made the mistake of defining
federalism so extensively that their links to the EU were only perfunctory. Equally many
answers without a definition were able to demonstrate clear understanding of the concept
through their points, but others did not do this, focusing more generally on integration.
Comparison to the USA was clearly acceptable and often helpful, providing that the link was
made and not simply asserted.
The degree of assertion in general was a major discriminator, as stronger candidates
showed how particular aspects of the EU could be portrayed as federal. The most common
areas considered were pooled sovereignty, supranational institutions and posts, political
symbols and the single currency. It was acceptable for there to be a degree of crossover
with question 1, but a sole focus on QMV could not progress very far and only a tiny
minority of candidates attempted this.
Attempts at balance – i.e. to explain why the EU is not in fact federal – were not credited,
nor was discussion of the desirability or otherwise of federalism.
Level 1 responses either defined federalism or outlined the structure of the EU without
linking the two, except occasionally by brief assertion.
Level 2 responses generally offered some understanding of both federalism and its link to
the EU, but this link was made with only middling competence. Other responses covered
relevant material but were more focused on integration generally or on one particular
aspect, such as the Lisbon Treaty’s similarly to a constitution. Finally some responses limited
their credit simply by spending too much of their time on uncreditable material, such as the
counter-case.
Level 3 responses focused their attention on the link, as demanded by the question, and
covered a range of points, often encompassing more than one of political, economic, judicial
and symbolic issues.
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Examiner Comments

Although there is some relevant material here this candidate
makes several errors that limit their progress, including
spending time giving balance to a one-sided question, and
displaying some confusion as to what exactly federalism is.
Actual mark 5.

Examiner Tip

It is wise to answer the question, the whole question
and nothing but the question.
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Examiner Comments

The three points made here are all clear and relevant, but what
distinguishes this from other responses making similar points is
the extent to which they are linked back to Federalism, in one
case with a very effective comparison to the US. Had the links
been left more implicit this response would have been stuck in
level 2, but instead it scored highly. Actual mark 13.
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Question 4
This was the most popular short response question, and the one on which the vast majority
of candidates, quite sensibly, felt no need to begin with a specific brief definition (The
European Parliament being a fairly obvious and self-explanatory concept). It was particularly
pleasing to see so few one sided responses, as this was unasked for and uncreditable.
The major discriminator here was the extent to which candidates made the specific link to
policy making, rather than limiting themselves to ‘influence’ in general. The power to reject
the European Commission was the most obvious example of this – there was a clear link
to be made to impact on policy, but it did not make itself clear. A similar issue arose with
the democratic mandate of the European Parliament.
There was considerable discussion of both the joys and limitations of co-decision. Less
consideration was given to the European Parliament’s power to ask the commission to
initiate policy.
Level 1 responses were very rare, and those seen commonly appeared to be suffering from
timing issues in terms of this being their third short response question.
Level 2 responses generally discussed the powers and influence of the Parliament in some
detail, but failed to make a sufficient link to policy making to go higher. Alternatively they
considered co-decision reasonably and with balance but did not go beyond this.
Level 3 responses tightly focused on the Parliament’s influence over policy making
specifically, showing a range and balance. In the strongest responses this was clearly linked
to relevant contemporary policy examples.
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Examiner Comments

This response makes a number of promising points
but does not quite complete them - for example the
reference to the influence of other institutions is a
little vague, and the democratic mandate, although
valid, needs to be better tied into 'policy making'.
Nevertheless there is enough here of relevance to
secure amid level 2 mark. Actual mark 8.
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Examiner Tip

Always ensure that you explicitly link
material back to the demands of the
question.
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Examiner Comments

This response also makes the points about accountability
and relative influence but develops them further and adds
the unusual but valid point about the committee work of the
Parliament. Actual mark 12.

Examiner Tip

A specific example demonstrating policy influence - as
demonstrated here with reference to roaming charges,
is very useful.
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Question 5
This was the least popular short response question, which perhaps reflected many
candidates uncertainly as to the other ways of advancing social justice beyond the Social
Chapter. If so then this was probably the correct choice for many candidates, since
responses that focused exclusively on that document, however well developed, did not
reach Level 3.
Some candidates also proved to be a little confused as to the concept of social justice, and
so avoided offering an explicit definition which unfortunately did not help to clarify matters.
A small but surprising minority confused it entirely with criminal justice, discussing the
European Arrest Warrant and receiving no credit for this.
There was, as ever, significant confusion between the ECJ and ECHR, and too many
candidates argued from the position of the Convention being an EU document. This was
disappointing but it was very pleasing to see some candidates make the rare but accurate
link between the two via the expectation under the Copenhagen Criteria that EU members
sign up to this non-EU document.
Level 1 responses focused predominantly, and erroneously, on the ECHR, or else gave a
brief or vague explanation of the aims of the EU along with an assertion that these included
Social Justice.
Level 2 responses most commonly focused on different provisions of the Social Chapter,
their position within the level being determined by the spread and development on these
points. Others identified that both the Commission and ECJ helped to advance Social Justice
but were insufficiently clear on how they did this to progress higher.
Level 3 responses often did include discussion of Social Chapter, but added detailed
consideration of one or more further points to take them into this level. The Charter of
Fundamental Rights was the commonly discussed additional point but convergence funding,
the Schengen Agreement (as a promoter of economic and social mobility) and the various
EU institutions were also creditably utilised.
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Examiner Comments

A clear and detailed explanation of the social chapter,
but this response does not move beyond this to
consider other ways in which the EU promoted social
justice and is therefore stuck in level 2. Actual mark 8.
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Examiner Tip

Do not place all of your reliance on
one relevant area, however well
explained - a range of points is
needed to enter level 3.
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Examiner Comments

This response covers the Social Chapter is in less detail than
others, but supplements it with a clear explanation of the
regional fund and is noteworthy for being a response that
manages to get the relationship between the EU and ECHR
correct - that the latter is not part of the former, but that
members are expected to sign up to it. Actual mark 12.

Examiner Tip

The ECHR does have a relationship to the EU, but
does not come from the EU and is not enforced by it
- it can be usefully referred to if you are clear on the
relationship but should otherwise be avoided.
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Question 6
This was a popular essay question, although slightly less so than question 7.
Most candidates were able to demonstrate a clear understanding of the nature of democratic
accountability through the points they made. They did not need to set out a separate
definition at the start, although this was helpful and credited.
The keys to success were balance, the quality of illustrative examples, the degree of
development and the range of individual institutions considered. Answers that treated
the EU as one giant homogenous mass did not gain high marks and were mercifully rare.
However a more common limiting factor was to focus exclusively on one or two institutions,
usually the Parliament and Commission. Conversely some responses were credited for
discussing the ECB and ECJ as well as the more obvious institutions.
Rocco Buttliglione did considerable service as an example of the democratically accountable
Parliament’s powers over the Commission, but also served to demonstrate some candidates’
slightly hazy awareness of the specific procedures. Some candidates asserted either that he
had been individually rejected or that the whole commission had been turned down, rather
than his withdrawing to prevent the risk of the whole Commission being rejected.
A few candidates fell into the trap of entirely embracing the premise of the question, or
failing to consider institutions separately. A few others were marred by inaccuracy.
Middling responses were characterised by either considering a range of institutions, but
failing to offer sufficient development or balance to go higher, or alternatively giving a
stronger exposition over a more limited range. A few higher responses did discuss a variety
of institutions but treated them entirely separately of each other.
The strongest responses tended to consider a broad range of different institutions
whilst showing awareness of the relevant links between them, particularly between the
Commission and Parliament. They were able to consider the ways in which each institution
both offered and lacked accountability, and sometimes to link this to reasons for it (such as
the intergovernmental vs supranationalist approach).
In terms of synopticity a moderately effective approach was to group institutions by those
seen as broadly possessing accountability and those seen to lack it. However a stronger
line of attack was to consider the subtleties within institutions. Some effective use was also
made of specific critics of the EU such as Nigel Farage, and this was naturally more effective
when closely focused on democratic accountability or lack thereof.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate considers a range of institutions and makes
some very solid points with clear reference to some examples in
practice, and this could have been a very strong response, but
they are let down by their lack of balance, particularly in terms
of synopticity.

Examiner Tip

Questions that end 'discuss' require a two sided
answer, and offering a one sided answer will limit you.
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Examiner Comments

A good answer showing range and balance and with some
links between institutions. They might profitably have brought
in the European Parliament earlier and to a greater extent in
comparison to some of the other institutions but this did not
prevent them easily entering level 3.

Examiner Tip

Questions that invite you to discuss the overall impact
of all institutions are best considered by examining
individual institutions, linking them, and then drawing
overall conclusions - failing to separate them is unlikely
to help you achieve well.
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Question 7
This was the most popular essay question and saw more candidates than usual adopt a
clear line of argument on whether the UK should leave the EU or remain in. Equally it was
very pleasing that most of these candidates did not restrict themselves to one side of the
debate but instead properly acknowledged and considered the alternative point of view,
often to a higher quality than that seen in public debate over the issue.
The major keys to success here were range, balance, evidence and in many cases subtlety
as to the balance of evidence. One sided diatribes – in either direction – performed badly
but were mercifully rare. Equally whilst reference to UKIP’s electoral success was useful
context, and indeed ‘the public want to leave’ was a reasonable point, purely psephological
or party political context was not the main pillar of strong answers.
Once again there was some confusion from a minority of candidates between the ECHR
and EU, which was not credited, whilst some others failed to distinguish between internal
migration by EU citizens and immigration from non-EU citizens.
The weakest responses were either very one sided, or relied too much on assertion over
argument. A small number focused exclusively, and not always rigorously, on a narrow area
of the debate such as immigration.
Lower responses were generally characterised by an over focus on political commentary,
particularly about party views on Europe in general, without sufficient link to specific
reasons and evidence. Alternatively they were quite one-sided and/or over-reliant on
assertion. Stronger middle responses showed some balance and utilised evidence, but
focused this over a relatively narrow range of issues (for example only the economic
arguments) or else failed to develop their points quite sufficiently for level 3.
The strongest responses did not necessarily reach a neutral conclusion but were
characterised by strong reference to both sides of the argument. They discussed specific
evidence throughout, often linked to discussion of those advancing such evidence, and
covered a range of points including both economic and political arguments.
In terms of synopticity the most common approach to link specific arguments to party
views. Effective consideration was given by some to the views of pressure groups and of
business. Some candidates did limit their progress by a lack of subtlety here – asserting
that all anti EU arguments were advanced by UKIP, and all pro-EU by the Lib Dems, and
ignoring any middle ground. Candidates who did consider the Cameronite position of
renegotiation, as other such nuanced positions, were rewarded accordingly.
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Examiner Comments

A mixture of reasonable and marginal points (such as 'EU
benefits system'), held back by a lack of balance. A clear
example of a lower response.

Examiner Tip

Balance need not be equal but it needs to be present to
more than a very brief or thin degree.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate makes some of the same points as the above
candidate but does so in a much clearer, balanced and well
developed manner, whilst covering political as well as economic
arguments. The link to further enlargement is unusual but well
made. The factual innaccuracy about Thatcher in the opening
paragraph is ignored and the candidate does not suffer for it
except slightly for wasted time.

Examiner Tip

Introductions and conclusions are an important part
of essay responses, but should be kept as tight as
possible, setting the context or summing up arguments
but not falling into repetition or excessive historical
commentary.
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Question 8
This was, by some distance, the least popular essay question. It is likely that some
candidates would have preferred a question that was about either enlargement or
integration and not the link between the two, although the latter is clearly detailed in the
specification. Indeed some candidates did not allow this to prevent them from attempting
such an answer, to their dis-benefit.
Candidates could demonstrate clear understanding of the nature of EU integration and
enlargement through their points. They did not need to set out separate definitions at the
start although this was helpful and was credited.
However, a significant minority of candidates failed to focus sufficiently on the concept of
integration and showed a poor understanding of what it entails, often equating integration
with any form of policy change or process rather than on the more specific concept as
applied to harmonisation, cooperation and deepening of EU political structures.
Equally a number of candidates did make a strong link between the two concepts, often
linked to both past and future integration (both of which were credited). Specific examples
were very useful here as was reference to how specific treaties impact on the debate,
although this was not essential.
The weakest responses were generally concerned only by the pros or cons of either
enlargement or integration and touched only briefly, and incidentally, on the link between
them.
Lower answers were often either a stronger version of the same phenomenon, or
were competent as far as they went but were unbalanced. A few others were a little
inconsistent in their engagement with integration, apparently taking it as synonymous
with any form of policy change or process. Higher middling answers did focus on the link
between enlargement and integration and were rewarded to the extent that they justified
and developed their points.
Stronger responses embraced the link between enlargement and integration throughout
and offered a series of points giving overall balance and strongly linking specific examples
to general trends – for example using Turkey or the Balkan nations as illustrations of the
potential weakening of cultural cohesion caused by enlargement.
There was a wide variety of synoptic approaches on the question, especially given the
relatively limited pool of answers, with the most common being the indirect ‘for then
against’ structure. Slightly less common, but more effective, was to alternate the ways in
which enlargement does and does not weaken integration, directly contrasting these points
where possible. The single most effective synoptic point came from those who specifically
considered the contrasting supranationalist and intergovernmental perspectives with regard
to this debate. Finally some candidates effectively considered the differing aims of individual
new member states and how this might benefit or weaken integration.
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent exposition of one side of the argument
- the points made are clear, developed, and well linked to
contemporary issues. However the failure to consider the
alternative side of the argument limits this candidate when they
might otherwise have gone high within level 3. The synopticity
mark is naturally affected the most, although the consideration
of different perspectives as to the main challenges posted by
expansion does secure reasonable credit.

Examiner Tip

Questions that begin 'to what extent' require a two
sided answer, and offering a one sided answer will limit
you.
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Examiner Comments

A strong essay with a particularly good analyitical link to the
supranationlist vs intergovernment perspectives. The arguments
for the premise of the question are less strong than in the
previous response, but this is more than made up for by the
balance shown, with strong quality of argument on both sides.

Examiner Tip

Do not be put off by a relatively unusual question if
you think that it's the question that you can answer the
best - unpopular essays almost invariably see some of
the best individual responses.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
• Avoid general introductions or conclusions to short response questions - they do not cost
marks but rarely gain them and lose time
• Equally it is useful to define key terms not only where specifically requested, but also by
offering a brief definition where it is clearly helpful to addressing the question (for example
defining x if asked to ‘explain the criticisms of x’).
• Ensure that they address the question as set, paying particular attention to the words
'to what extent' or 'discuss' and to the links required between different concepts and
institutions.
• Ensure that they avoid confusing similar institutions or concepts, for example the ECHR
and ECJ, or the Council of Ministers and the Council of the EU.
• Avoid assertion or general debate in favour of specific argued points - for example the
ways in which expansion makes institutions more unmanageable, not simply that it does.
• Maintain a contemporary focus, and avoid overly historical content, but also ensure that
the contemporary political context is clearly linked to effective debate, and not simply
descriptive.
• Provide a sufficient range of points on short response questions in particular, avoiding
either a series of asserted or undeveloped points, or repetition of different aspects of the
same point.
• Continue to develop their use of synopticity in essays, avoiding simplistic yes/no, agree/
disagree approaches and making use of competing viewpoints between, within and outside
of parties, institutions and member states, where appropriate to the demands of the
question.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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